Local feature analysis: a statistical theory for reproducible essential dynamics of large macromolecules.
Multivariate statistical methods are widely used to extract functional collective motions from macromolecular molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. In principal component analysis (PCA), a covariance matrix of positional fluctuations is diagonalized to obtain orthogonal eigenvectors and corresponding eigenvalues. The first few eigenvectors usually correspond to collective modes that approximate the functional motions in the protein. However, PCA representations are globally coherent by definition and, for a large biomolecular system, do not converge on the time scales accessible to MD. Also, the forced orthogonalization of modes leads to complex dependencies that are not necessarily consistent with the symmetry of biological macromolecules and assemblies. Here, we describe for the first time the application of local feature analysis (LFA) to construct a topographic representation of functional dynamics in terms of local features. The LFA representations are low dimensional, and like PCA provide a reduced basis set for collective motions, but they are sparsely distributed and spatially localized. This yields a more reliable assignment of essential dynamics modes across different MD time windows. Also, the intrinsic dynamics of local domains is more extensively sampled than that of globally coherent PCA modes.